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Abstract
E-commerce creates more efficient supply chains that benefits both customers and manufacturers. Companies can better
serve customer needs, carry less inventory, and send products to market more quickly. E-commerce impacts supply
chain management in different ways.
This paper demonstrates the impact of e-commerce on business models and analyses the implications of e-commerce to
companies. The exponential growth of e-business, together with the emergence of a low-cost, worldwide
communication network is reshaping the way that the individuals and business carry out their transactions. The results
of the study show the increased web presence of companies, mainly used for marketing activities and customer
management. Because of overall importance, companies cannot ignore e-commerce advantages for e-supply chains any
longer. The greatest challenge now is to keep the e-supply chain highly flexible.
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1. Introduction
Electronic commerce has come to encompass individual consumers as well as businesses of all sizes with the
increased awareness and popularity of the internet. Internet is one of the best business communication channels with the
worldwide network of computers, accessible to anyone who knows their Internet Protocol (IP) address. With perfect
information about prices and products at their fingertips, consumers can quickly and easily find the best deals. The
impact of e-commerce can be seen by the lower prices of the products or huge changes in logistics and delivery. The
main feature of the internet is its ability to generate different pricing mechanism, and in particular, to allow price and
product comparisons to be made and various kinds of auctions and exchanges to take place [1].
There is no question that e-commerce will represent a significant portion of the global economy over the next
decades. To achieve its full potential, companies need to move quickly to establish market leadership, while
governments must nurture electronic commerce with supportive laws and policies. The biggest technological
advancement since the personal computer and the primary technological force form a base for all corporations to rethink
their business model. O'Grady [2] reported that the internet is the most cost-efficient medium for business-to-consumer
dealings.
E-commerce refers to all form of transactions relating to commercial activities or it means to do business
online. It encompasses many diverse activities including electronic trading of goods and services, online delivery of
digital content, electronic fund transfers, electronic share trading, electronic bills of lading, commercial auctions,
collaborative design and engineering, online sourcing, public procurement and direct consumer marketing. It involves
both products and services; traditional activities (e.g. healthcare, education) and new activities (e.g. virtual malls). It is
about using the power of digital information to understand the needs and the preferences of each customer and each
partner, to customize products and services for them, and then to deliver the products and services as quickly as
possible. Automated services offer potential to the businesses to increase revenues at lower costs and establish or make
stronger customer and partner relationships [3].
E-commerce is the exchange of information across electronic networks at any stage in the supply chain, within
an organization, between companies and between companies and consumers. Because of different definitions of ecommerce, the forecasts presented by various analysts are very widely spread. Only 5 % of business-to-business web
sites are designed for direct sales, rather than for marketing and customer service. Even for consumer businesses, only
14 % of sites offer online transactions. Almost 70 % of internet users in the United States and Canada had used the
internet to reach a decision on a purchase [4].
The critical success factors for e-commerce are [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]: target the right customer, own the customer’s
total experience, streamline business processes that influence the customer, provide a holistic view of customer
relationship, help customers do their job and deliver personalized service. The unique features are shown in Fig. 1 [4].

Fig. 1. Unique features that have impacted the conduct of business [4]
Kalakota and Whinston [9] reported that e-commerce is being driven by economic forces, customer interaction
forces, and technology-driven digital convergence. Under relentless pressure to reduce costs and stay competitive, firms
are attracted to the economic efficiencies offered by e-commerce. The economic forces that are motivating the shift of
e-commerce are internal as well as external. The internal economic forces are related to the company’s operations.
Similarly, the external are related to the supplier, distributor and retailers. Consumer web traffic is fragmented across
millions of web sites and commercial sites must compete intensely for even small share of consumer visits. This is
despite the exponential growth in number of web users and time spent online. Web advertisers want consumers visit on
the publisher's site to view their advertisement, and click on them to interact with advertising information.
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1.1. E-commerce overview
With the growing e-commerce industry in the world and major international players entering the market, the
number of job offers would certainly look up. The online retail segment is expected to report strong growth in the
coming years owing to growing internet consumer base due to increasing use of smartphones, laptops/PCs and
availability of internet in the remotest parts of the world.
E-commerce space is a fast growing space as internet audience are likely to double every three years and this
industry will require talent from various sectors like technology, product, analytics, sourcing, general management
talent, merchandising and marketing. Internet consumer base is also growing rapidly, and companies within the ecommerce space can scale very fast. Meanwhile, the e-commerce sector is fast hiring the best talents available in the
world at premier institutions.
On the global level, Brazil, US, Europe and China are showing tremendous growth. China is expected to add
the equivalent of the entire population of Canada as e-shoppers in each of the next three years. In the urban areas,
people are moving from cyber cafes to broadband connections installed in their homes, which is a positive sign. The
report predicts that internet usage will continue to rise.
The internet economy is reshaping the fortunes of the businesses, countries and people, levelling the
competitive environment for everyone, and driving the most significant economic shift since industrial revolution.
2. E-supply chain
In today’s highly competitive market, products of shorter and shorter life cycle are introduced in the market
and very sensitive expectations of customer have forced business enterprise to invest in, and focus their attention on
supply chain [10]. A supply chain is the system of suppliers, manufacturers, transportation, distributors, and retailers
that exist to transform raw materials to final products and supply those products to customers [11]. Supply chains exist
in both service and manufacturing organizations, although the complexity of the supply chain may vary greatly from
industry to industry and firm to firm. Generally, a supply chain can be breaks into two parts i. e. inbound and outbound,
the section of the supply chain from supplier to the warehouse is known as inbound part of the supply chain and the
portion of the supply chain, which comes after the warehouse, is known as outbound part of the supply chain. Once the
products produced by the factories, the distribution network comes into picture that needs transportation systems and
intermediate facilities to transport these products from factories to end customer [12, 13].
Traditionally, marketing, distribution, planning, manufacturing, and the purchasing organizations along the
supply chain operated independently. These organizations have their own objectives and these are often conflicting.
Marketing objective of high customer service and maximum sales is conflicting with manufacturing and distribution
objectives [14]. Most of the manufacturing operations are designed to maximize throughput and lower costs with little
consideration for the impact or inventory levels and distribution capabilities. Purchasing contracts are often negotiated
with very little information beyond historical buying patterns. Optimal make-or-buy decisions are needed [15]. There is
a need for a strategy through which these different functions can be integrated together and this strategy is known as
supply chain management (SCM).
Online sales and distribution of the products over the internet have been putting enormous pressure on the
manufacturers, who still use traditional means of sales and distribution via dealers. This brings significant changes in
the supply chain. In particular, customer demand for online delivery date confirmation requires complete information
transparency, a genuine pull system, and high flexibility in the supply chain from order control to the vendors [16]. This
in turn means that today’s prevalent and, generally speaking, inflexible planning system will be replaced by a customer
specific (make-to-order) orders and orders produced for stock (make-to stock). In the quest to remove supply channel
costs, streamline channel communications, and link customers to the value-added resources found along the supply
chain continuum. The tightening of the economy and heavier restrictions and security measures placed on channel flows
have rendered access to real-time, accurate supply chain information more critical than ever. Introduction to e-supply
chain management explores the concepts, techniques, and vocabulary of the convergence of SCM and the internet so
that companies can move beyond merely surviving and thrive in today's competitive marketplace [17].
3. Methodology
The objective of this paper is to explore the implications and advantages of e-commerce to small-, mediumsized and large companies globally on the international level. The data collected for this study involved primarily public
databases and reports [2, 7, 18, 19, 20, 21], interviews with managers and information from company websites. Target
years were 2010 and 2014. There are major implications of e-commerce for the markets both at national and
international levels. It is continued with the analysis of the companies' attitudes towards doing business on the internet,
the features of e-commerce, internet benefits, to compare e-commerce with more traditional forms of activities, barriers
of implementing e-commerce solutions, and implications of the e-commerce on the global marketplace.
Because it is impossible to take a complete census of the whole population, statistical sampling procedures
focus on collecting a small representative group of the larger population. The resulting sample provides information that
can be used to estimate characteristics of the entire population. The approach used is “cluster sampling” considering
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that the included companies present no significant differences from the other companies, for example: considering a
level of accuracy of 10 % either way, for the population of 10.000 companies the sample size required is approx. 10 (1
‰). This research reflects the attitude of the companies toward e-commerce, based on the assumption that the results
are not significantly different then in the neglected business areas.
The areas of interest were divided into six sections: e-commerce features, internet benefits, enhancing
companies' credibility and security issues, overcoming problems, reasons for not doing business on the internet and web
presence.
4. Results
The dynamic analysis of the proportion of companies with a web presence reflects the view of the data for the
years 2010 and 2014. In 2010 there were 66 % of the companies with a web presence. The situation has changed with
an increase of 19 % in the number of companies with a web presence in 2014 (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Proportion of companies with a web presence in 2010 (a) and in 2014 (b)
Company web presence: The most important primary reason for the company’s web presence was marketing
purpose (69 % of the companies). The interesting factor is that the revenue generation is on the second position
(26 %), followed by the customer service (11 %); see Fig. 3.
Regarding the companies' attitudes towards doing business on the internet 63 % of them believe that the
internet can gain competitive edge for the business. Results indicate that allocating a significant marketing budget
dedicated to internet marketing is not a very stringent requirement, but there is a positive correlation for the success of
internet business. Most of the companies (54 %) believe that internet activities are a critical component for the company
success (Fig. 4). The results also indicate that there is not a significant difference between companies regarding the
internet as a critical activity. Purely e-commerce businesses will yield a higher score, comparing with traditional
businesses.

Fig. 3. Primary reasons for companies' web presence

Fig. 4. E-commerce activity in 2010 (a) and in 2014 (b)
The majority of the companies are implementing credit and payment options. There is a movement in the
tendency of integrating with financial ledgers (6 % increases in the number of companies).
Features of e-commerce: Most of the companies (63 %) believe that their company business strategies are well
integrated with internet strategies. A deeper research should be carried out in order to identify the differences, if any
between traditional firms and purely e-commerce companies. Similarly, 56 % of the companies believe that the
company’s internet applications are driven by customer need. Versatility of e-commerce solution is one of the main
features allowing companies to permanently adapt their efforts to the increasing external pressure. Majority of the
companies (89 %) consider that the internet solutions are versatile enough to cope up the future need. 81 % of
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companies believe that the e-commerce strategy eliminates geographical boundaries. 70 % of the companies have an ecommerce monitoring system that prioritize and drives internet activities. This is proved by the fact that e-commerce
solutions are well integrated with company’s business strategies.

Fig. 5. Most important features of company e-commerce solution in 2010 (a) and in 2014 (b)
For the year 2014, customer management was on the top priority by most of the companies, followed by promotion and
marketing (Fig. 5). Obviously, there is a shift from the first attempt of the companies to go on the web with a dynamic
online catalogues, to a more interactive and customizable services to individual customers, thanks to their customizable
databases.
Benefits of e-commerce: The main way for the companies to earn revenue on the e-commerce applications is
for the current period “cost cutting”. Because of the integration of the value chains, company’s website will become “a
virtual shop” for both the consumers and suppliers. The most important benefits of e-commerce solutions are:
 access to new market and customers,
 speed of doing business,
 flexibility / adaptability,
 low entry / exit barrier,
 simplification of tasks, etc.
Online purchasing vs. Traditional purchasing: In 2010, 56 % of the companies consider the internet as a more
cost effective medium comparing with the traditional methods. In 2014, this has changed, so that 85 % of the companies
share this view.
Company credibility and security issues: Although most of the companies have a formal security policy (56 %
for 2010), due to the increasing number of security issues in five-year time the majority of the companies (93 %)
implement security systems in order to build customer trust. Only two thirds of the companies believe that their
company security system for the web applications is adequate. During investigation the following main reasons that
hinder the implementation of the security policies has been find out:





dealing with scare budgets,
senior manager do not place enough importance to securities issues,
inappropriate software/hardware solution,
human factor (staff shortage).

Overcoming problems: Major factor, that is keeping the customers away from making more transactions over
the internet, is: web sites not being able to satisfy customer needs – poor design (35 % of companies). Also fear of
being robbed by the hackers and losing their money stands for up to 32 % of companies.
Barriers in implementing the e-commerce: During investigation the prominent barriers were:






resistance to new technology,
difficulty of implementation,
security as an over hyped problem,
lack of skills, and
lack of potential customer connected.

Internet impact on global market: Regarding the implication of e-commerce on the global marketplace: For the
year 2010 there is an opinion that the internet influences the global marketplace, for the year 2014 the majority believes
that the internet is having a major impact on the global marketplace. Analysis of the results shows that in 2010 it was
(within the confidential limits with a 5 % significance level) between 54 % and 74 % and in 2014 between 82 % and 95
% of such companies.
How the government can help in implementing e-commerce: Government can help in the implementation of ecommerce by: promoting cross boundaries cooperation, removing unnecessary barriers, ensuring the neutrality among
electronic / conventional businesses, establishing a self, reliable environment for consumers, and by effective taxation.
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5. Discussion
E-commerce offers a large number of advantages to the companies. Data can be exploited far more readily on
the internet then the real world and eliminate the scope of brokers. Price comparisons become far easier. This suggests
that the internet can be a strong price-deflation mechanism: rising of the prices is harder when the customers instantly
compare them with others. Internet affects both the aggregate supply and demand and is a greater threat to major brands
and prices. Internet technology erodes the “risk premium” that sellers have been able to extract from wary buyers.
Buyer-led pricing and reverse auctions allow consumers to see the “price-floor” more easily than they can with
traditional methods, internet encouraging highly rational shopping. A single website can be used to cover the globe.
Selling over the web: To understand the financial impact of web commerce, companies must capture the
additional back end costs, which are incurring because of poor processes. Hence, companies must have a cost
monitoring system in place for the web activities.
Differentiation on the web will come from our front-end processes: A front-end web site is often the easiest and
least differentiating section of an effective web strategy. Any competitor can duplicate the product information and
electronic orders from the web site. E-commerce leaders are now looking to differentiate themselves through
relationships with suppliers and optimizing the physical flow of goods by creating improved margins and better
customer service. They are also creating real-time visibility to inventory, capacity and transportation availability and are
translating this into accurate order status and delivery date information for customers. A step further means creating
dynamic pricing, promotions and product mix optimization based on real-time supply and demand data.
Logistics operations can handle e-commerce fulfilment: Companies can choose either to outsource web
commerce fulfilment to third-party logistics providers or to restructure their internal warehouse operations and systems.
Companies with multiple warehouses must decide whether to reconfigure all their warehouses to support this activity or
whether they should designate one warehouse as the web commerce fulfilment center. An efficient process will also
need to be set up for handling returned goods.
Existing supplier relations will support e-commerce: E-commerce will require a dramatic change in mind-set
toward suppliers. Retailers must create a partnership with manufacturers to enable efficient fulfilment and to discourage
manufacturers from direct selling. Companies must rethink their relationships with suppliers and sourcing, fulfilment
strategies using network and capacity planning tools to determine the costs of different fulfilment scenarios and build a
cost-optimized physical network to support web commerce.
Company’s order management system can handle e-commerce: Many order management systems are designed
to support a small number of pre-defined customers. Selling over the web requires these systems to be revamped to
support transactions from vast numbers of previously unknown customers. Therefore, companies must plan to extend
the capabilities of their order management system, especially in the area of web self-service.
We can now sell effectively to anyone around the globe: Most companies are excited for increasing their global
presence. However, company’s back-end systems are often ill equipped to handle international trade deals. Companies
that overlook the complexities inherent in shipping internationally will alienate customers by giving them unreliable
information about lead times and total shipment costs. These companies are exposing themselves to increased risk of
violating export compliance laws, resulting in fines and negative publicity.
6. Conclusion
Nowadays, the purchasing climate and the products are changing quickly. Economic and marketing forces and
digital convergence have influenced how industries are repositioning themselves to take advantage of new
opportunities, including the creation of entirely new service delivery channels, the developments of new markets for
existing products and the development of new information-based products for online environment [18]. However,
before companies can exploit the capabilities of e-commerce and make it an industrial-strength toll for business, they
need to understand the technological framework better (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. E-commerce solutions
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Several factors will help define the future of e-commerce. The technology will continue to propagate through
all commercial activity. The revenues are expected to rise at an annualized rate of about 14 % per year. The number of
products and services sold online and the size of the average purchase order will continue to grow at near double-digits
rates. The results demonstrate that e-commerce is shaping the way in which business of the future will be transacted.
Given the general recognition of the role of e-commerce in overcoming national, geographical and temporal boundaries
to trade, companies those who wants to be at the front of global competition in their particular markets cannot ignore ecommerce any longer. E-commerce impacts supply chain management in different ways like:





cost efficiencies (reduced costs, better data accuracy, accelerated business cycle, and enhanced customer
service),
changes in the distribution system (more flexibility in managing the increasingly complex movement of
products and information, closed link between customers and distribution centers),
customer orientation (support of logistics and transportation services for both internal and external customers),
shipment tracking (users can establish an account and obtain real time information about shipments).

In the future the supply chain will be widely electronically integrated (i.e. e-supply chain). Market changes and
sales orders are available online throughout the entire supply chain. The electronic link between customers and
suppliers covers everything from order management, intelligent forecast systems, and scheduling functions, to virtual
marketplaces [1]. Merging these fields is a key area of concern for contemporary managers and researchers.
This paper demonstrates the impact of e-commerce on business models in the selected industries. The
exponential growth of e-business, together with the emergence of a low-cost, worldwide communication network is
reshaping the way that the individuals and companies carry out their transactions.
Future work will include additional research, segmented for different sorts of activities in order to get a more accurate
overview of the implications of e-commerce on various industries in the world.
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